Instructions

You can use common wood glue. It´s easier to colour the parts before
mounting. Only for decoration, no toy! Suitable for children older than 5
years. Children under 5 years only under supervision of an adult.

10153 Smoking igloo

You can find our complete range of do-it-yourself-kits on
www.holzkunst-kuhnert.de
Drechslerei Kuhnert GmbH
Put a cut resistant plate underneath the sheet of plywood when working with the 08237 Steinberg
cutter knife. Stick through the small paths of the sheet of plywood with the help
of the cutter knife from both sides. Break out all parts, sand breaking points if Hauptstr. 28
needed and colour all parts with the colour you like.

max.
35 mm!

Attention!
- don´t let children or pets alone with the incense
- not suitable for children´s hand
- always use incense, don´t use candles

1.) Stick all 8 parts of the frame into the
round ground plate and glue in the small
plate on the top. If possible use a rubber
band to fix the frame while the glue is
drying.

2.) Insert the parts to fulfill the rows between the frames.
The part with the door needs to be on the ground. If possible
again use a rubber band to fix the frame while the glue is
drying.

4.) Colour all parts. Glue the Eskimo:
stick Eskimo`s hands on the coat and glue
on all remaining parts. Please note: push
Eskimo`s hand into the slot of his body.
Glue on the shoes at the end.

5.) Turn the base plate. Then 6.) Knot the fish
on the fishing rod.
get the 3 small plates and
glue them on the bottom
of the plate. Now stick the
circle on the ground plate.

3.) Colour the penguin´s beak
orange and glue the penguin
together.

7.) Glue the penguin and Eskimo into the slots
of the ground plate. Stick the fishing rod into
Eskimo´s hand. Stick the small metal plate (for the
incense) on the ground plate. Please do not glue
Eskimo´s igloo on the ground plate!

